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Abstract

The relationship between racial residential segregation and integration since 1960 has been neither simplistic nor linear, but
has actually grown more complex over time. For example, while overall segregation levels have declined since their peak in
1960, progress has slowed significantly since 1980, and the segregation of Latinos and Asians is actually increasing (Rugh and
Massey, 2013). Many demographic factors besides race, including nativity, linguistic ability, and socioeconomic status, are
critical to the processes that distribute individuals and groups across social and physical space and thus either facilitate or
frustrate their upward mobility. It is critical to understand modern dynamics of segregation and integration as they have
significant effects on prospects for reducing racial inequality.

Introduction

There is a plethora of evidence that “where we live is conse-
quential for our life chances” (Charles, 2006: p. 4). Inequality
in locational attainment, or residential segregation, is a key
aspect of and a mechanism that contributes to racial
inequality across countless other measures of social welfare
(Taeuber and Taeuber, 1965; Massey and Denton, 1985).
According to Sampson (2012), our neighborhoods are not
just physical places in which social actors react and interact
according to regimented social processes, but are actually
powerful determinants of those macro- and microlevel social
processes in and of themselves. In other words, the spatial is
not second to the social; the social is second to the spatial.
Therefore the racialized social structure is perhaps best
represented by the distribution of racial and ethnic groups
across social space, or the phenomenon of racial residential
segregation.

One of the first explicit mentions of racial segregation in
scholarly literature was by W.E.B. Du Bois, whose landmark
work The Philadelphia Negro (1899) illustrated how
neighborhood racial segregation in turn-of-the-century Phila-
delphia had critical consequences for the city’s Black pop-
ulation. Wirth (1928) and Cox (1948) identified segregation as
a primary tool in the maintenance of racial oppression. In their
landmark work American Apartheid, Massey and Denton
explicitly stated that “a racially segregated society cannot be
a race-blind society; as long as U.S. cities remain segrega-
teddindeed, hypersegregateddthe United States cannot claim
to have equalized opportunities for Blacks and whites” (1993:
p. 148). The racial segregation of neighborhoods directly leads
to the racial segregation of public schools, and schools that
have a majority of minorities often suffer from lower quality
facilities, less qualified teachers, fewer resources, and lower
achievement on tests and grades (Coleman et al., 1966). In
fact, racial gaps in educational aspirations, achievement, and
attainment persist to this day (Kao and Thompson, 2003).

The relationship between segregation and integration since
1960 has been neither simplistic nor linear, but has actually
grown more complex over time. Many demographic factors
besides race, including nativity, linguistic ability, and socio-
economic status, are critical to the processes that distribute

individuals and groups across social and physical space and
thus either broaden or constrain their choices. It is critical to
understand modern dynamics of segregation and integration as
they have significant effects on prospects for racial inequality.

A Brief History of Racial Residential Segregation
in the United States

Somewhat paradoxically, while racial residential segregation
became openly entrenched in the American legal system at the
turn of the twentieth century, scholarly literature on the subject
and public perception of it as a social problem virtually dis-
appeared. National discourse resumed in 1944, when Swedish
academic Gunnar Myrdal published An American Dilemma,
providing an outsider’s account of this social problem in the
United States. He concluded that residential segregation was
widespread, deeply entrenched, and a major barrier to racial
equality. Myrdal was also concerned that the phenomenon
was self-perpetuating because the racial isolation it produced
caused misunderstandings and misperceptions to grow
between the races, which, in turn, reified both de jure and de
facto rationales for strict racial separation.

Residential segregation was not truly considered a social
problem by the white American political elite until the race
riots of the late 1960s saw the nation’s ghettos erupt in chaos
and frustration. In 1967, President Lyndon Johnson formed
a National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders in order to
learn more about the problem and to formulate solutions. In
February of 1968, the commission released its report, warning
that “our nation is moving toward two societies, one black, one
whitedseparate and unequal” (Kerner et al., 1968).

Coming at a time of confusion, frustration, and fear, the
Kerner Report’s strong language and bold stance brought
popular and prominent attention to residential segregation.
Indeed, it was the catalyst for the formulation and passage of
the Fair Housing Act later in 1968. The Home Mortgage
Disclosure Act of 1975 and the Community Reinvestment Act
of 1977 followed, both of which aimed at making sure
potential homebuyers of color had access to loans and
properties in predominantly white communities. Then, in
1988, the Fair Housing Act was amended, lengthening the
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statute of limitations, providing for the payment of legal fees by
prevailing plaintiffs, increasing fines for violations, and
enlarging the Justice Department’s role in prosecution (Massey
and Denton, 1993).

Segregation and Integration over the Last 50 Years

In general, at the national level, residential segregation has
declined since its peak in 1960. After a brief spike in integra-
tion, however, progress slowed significantly between 1980 and
2010. Since 1980, aggregate segregation measures for Blacks
have gone down, while Asian and Latino segregation has been
on the rise (Rugh and Massey, 2013). Wealthier Asians and
Latinos are moving into predominantly neighborhoods,
somewhat obscuring the worsening situations of their poorer
coethnics (Frey and Farley, 1996). Krysan and Bader (2007)
have noted that the ‘chain migration’ patterns typical for
immigrants from Mexico and Central America have made the
Latino segregation situation worse than before. Despite these
two trends, Blacks always have been and continue to be more
segregated than Latinos and Asians, both in the cities and in
the suburbs (Massey and Denton, 1989; Charles, 2003).

More has changed in the sociodemographic landscape since
the 1960s than these general statistics show. After all, it is
important not to think of the American segregation story as
linear, moving directly and inexorably total segregation to total
integration. First, gentrification and other ‘revitalization’ efforts
have already begun to change cities, especially inner cities, and
these areas are often less segregated than others (Frey and Farley,
1996). Gentrification is a controversial endeavor, however,
because, while it produces revenue for local economies and
encourages multiracial communities, it also destroys existing
predominantly Black and Latino neighborhoods, thus dis-
placing those populations of color (Lee et al., 1985).

Another instance of the progressively more complex nature
of this story has to do with the emergence of suburbs, or ever-
larger rings of residential areas that serve as middle-grounds,
even buffers, between city centers and rural areas (Massey
and Denton, 1987). Patterns of racial residential segregation
are different, not absent, in the suburbs, and not all
suburban neighborhoods are created equal (Adelman et al.,
2001; Logan et al., 2004). Many scholars have noted that
Blacks of higher socioeconomic status are moving from the
cities to the suburbs (Alba et al., 1999). These middle-income
Blacks live with more whites in the suburbs than they would
live with in cities, but they are more likely than suburban
whites with the same income to have white neighbors who are
less affluent than they are (Alba et al., 2000). Some segregation
researchers have documented that crime is on the rise in
suburban neighborhoods with higher concentrations of
families of color. This leads to white flight, thus racially
segregating formerly mixed suburban neighborhoods and
concentrating higher rates of crime in neighborhoods in
which people of color live (Liska et al., 1998). Other
researchers are currently discussing the recent emergence of
‘ethnoburbs,’ or ‘affluent, suburban, ethnic neighborhoods’
outside major American cities (Wen et al., 2009).

Suburbs are also becoming the first destinations of immi-
grants, especially Latino immigrants (Alba et al., 1999). Race,

national origin, and English language fluency exert multiple
segregative forces on immigrants of color. Foreign-born
Latinos and Asians are more segregated from whites than
their native-born coethnics are (Iceland and Scopilliti, 2008;
Kim and White, 2010). Immigrant families tend to live in
neighborhoods of lower quality compared to those of their
native-born peers, and their communities tend to experience
higher rates of teen pregnancy, higher percentages of students
underperforming in school, and higher rates of residents
receiving funds from the Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) program (Rosenbaum and Friedman, 2001).

Zoning, both in the city and the suburbs, has also been
a tool for maintaining and increasing racial residential segre-
gation in the post-Civil Rights era. Rothwell and Massey (2009)
contend that antidensity zoning in predominantly white areas
reduces the availability of affordable, high-quality housing in
those areas, thus reducing Black and Latino access to those
neighborhoods. Other policies, specifically the trend in sub-
primemortgage lending among banks in recent years, have also
hit families of color particularly hard. More specifically, banks
that rated Black homebuyers as risky borrowers because they
were purchasing homes in racially segregated neighborhoods
penalized them with risky loans, thus putting them in greater
jeopardy for astronomical debt and disproportionate rates of
foreclosure (Rugh and Massey, 2010). Sharkey (2013) takes
a longer view of Black poverty and segregation, describing
them as being ‘passed down’ from one generation to the
next. He asserts that it is critical to examine racial inequality
in a multigenerational context in order to fully understand its
scope, effects, and prospective solutions.

The Consequences of Racial Isolation

Life outcomes for whites in all-white and integrated multiracial
neighborhoods are ‘statistically indistinguishable’ from one
another (Cutler and Glaeser, 1997). But vast evidence shows
that racial residential segregation has extremely negative
outcomes for persons of color. Living in racially segregated
and economically vulnerable neighborhoods exposes residents
of color to chronic joblessness and underemployment
(Santiago and Wilder, 1991; Wilson, 1997); welfare
dependency (Massey et al., 1987); low-quality public educa-
tion (Farley and Taeuber, 1974); more severe and exponentially
higher numbers of crimes (Krivo and Peterson, 1996; Liska
et al., 1998); and higher rates of asthma, heart disease, and
cancer (Waitzman and Smith, 1998; Morello-Frosch and
Jesdale, 2006). It is also critical to note that racial residential
segregation leads to negative life outcomes, not the reverse,
thus debunking cultural explanations for concentrated poverty
and segregation (Cutler and Glaeser, 1997).

Explaining the Persistence of Racial Residential
Segregation

The question remains as to how segregation has lingered, and
sometimes even strengthened, when the practices that facilitate
it are illegal and the social acceptance of it has waned. There are
three main schools of thought explaining the persistence of
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racial residential segregation in the United States. The psycho-
social model postulates that individuals want to live near
people of their same racial group (Crowder et al., 2006).
Evidence from extensive attitudinal surveys suggests that
members of all racial minority groups prefer integrated
neighborhoods to those dominated by members of their own
race. These same surveys, however, indicate that many whites
prefer to live exclusively with other whites (Bobo and
Zubrinsky, 1996; Charles, 2000, 2006).

The spatial assimilation or socioeconomic model argues
that individual gains in education and income enable
people to move to higher-quality and less-segregated
neighborhoods regardless of their race (Massey and
Denton, 1985; South and Crowder, 1997; Crowder et al.,
2006). There is substantial evidence in support of this
model to explain the residential outcomes of Latinos and
Asians, but not those of Blacks; unlike Asians and Latinos,
Blacks have a much harder time converting socioeconomic
gains into residence in integrated neighborhoods (Massey
and Denton, 1987, 1988). And, furthermore, there is
significant socioeconomic variation within neighborhoods,
regardless of their racial composition (Logan and Alba,
1993; South and Crowder, 1997).

The third explanation for continued racial residential segre-
gation, the place stratification model, attributes more impor-
tance to the persistence of racial prejudice in social institutions
like real estate agencies, banks, and neighborhood associations
(Massey and Denton, 1993; Yinger, 1995). Racist institutional
practices such as steering, redlining, and blockbusting actively
maintain segregation and constrain the opportunities of
Blacks and Latinos to turn their socioeconomic gains into
homes in higher-quality neighborhoods (Logan and Alba,
1993). Although this approach takes into account the
institutional and prejudicial forces at work in maintaining
residential segregation, it has done so at the expense of
individual-level factors that are necessary for a thorough and
complex explanatory model.

Measuring Segregation and Its Future Study

In 1989, Massey and Denton pioneered the statistical measure-
ment of the concept of ‘hypersegregation,’ or extreme racial
segregation. They sought to compare and contrast the racial
residential segregation of Blacks and Latinos in the United States.
In order to facilitate this comparison, they identified five
dimensions of hypersegregation: (1) evenness, or how uniformly
members of a racial minority group are spread across
a geographical area relative to whites; (2) exposure, or the degree
of contact that members of a racial minority group could have
with whites; (3) clustering, or the extent to which neighbor-
hoods with high concentrations of racial minorities are adjacent
to other minority-dominated neighborhoods; (4) centralization,
or the degree to which minority populations live in and around
the centers of urban spaces; and (5) concentration, or the
amount of space in a given geographical area occupied by
a racial minority group.

The index of dissimilarity, represented by Massey and Den-
ton’smeasure of evenness, has been and continues to be themost
commonly used indicator of segregation. Furthermore, scholars

have measured residential segregation using statistical indices of
segregation that could be computed for only two groups at
a time, usually Blacks and whites. In fact, the vast majority of
segregation literature focuses on the Black-White binary.Over the
past two decades, however, scholars have begun incorporating
Asians and Latinos into their analyses (e.g., Frey and Farley,
1996; Maly, 2005; Charles, 2006). Quantitative researchers
have also developed new multigroup indicators of segregation
(e.g., Zuberi, 2001; Reardon and Firebaugh, 2002; Iceland,
2004; Reardon and O’Sullivan, 2004), and have pioneered
ways of quantifying ‘neighborhoods’ as units of analysis other
than the census tract (e.g., Lee et al., 2008). Still others have
been testing new methodologies for studying segregation,
including sociodemographic mapping (e.g., Charles, 2006;
Frey, 2006; Krysan and Bader, 2009; Pinto-Coelho and Zuberi,
n.d.) and qualitative techniques such as ethnography and
interviewing (e.g., Maly, 2005). Some scholars are turning their
attention to the definition, measurement, and future of stable
racial residential integration (Ellen, 2000; Pinto-Coelho and
Zuberi, n.d.).

See also: Concentrated Disadvantage; Crime, Immigration, and
Ethnicity; Inner City; Migration to and from Latin America;
Minorities; Neighborhood Effects; Racial Relations;
Segregation Indices; Social Stratification; Spatial Mismatch;
Underclass; Urban Sociology.
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